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Isolated Word Recognition using Modified 

Dynamic Averaging Method

변형 된 Dynamic Averaging 방법을 이용한 단독어인식
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ABSTRACT

This paix'.r is .1 study on ' isolated word recognition by independent speaker, wc propose DTW geh iccogniriG^ 

sysicin modified ilynamic linear avcriigmg rnilhod as rutercnce pattern.

「)？ city nan'ies are' s<..'lccteci ;is recognition v(xaoi.ilar'y and 12th LPC cepstrum c(x)Hicients are used as feature

In tins jjajx'i, besides recognition cxperimcnl using n"io(.iifk'd dynarTuc linear averaging method r('fcience patten 

\3 pertorni ix.'Cdgmtion exiX'riments 니sii*  causal met h(xl, dynanu<: averaging rnctlxxl, linear averaging method 시】" 

旧 niclhex! wiih the ^.amc data in the s；ime (./onditions for comparist.m with J

Through the experiment result, it is proved that rccogntion rate bv DTW using modified dynamic averaging method 

is the test as 97.6 percent.

o 아_i丄 一I

<-■ l 싱회시. 에 니]早. ij-o-l 終실 인식에 대하 인叶이다. 辛•己上 寺一 준耳니 £宇 一서 번헝되 dynamic linear aver

aging 방나｝을 이 욤.한 DTW 읍싱 인식 시△더! 을 제안란다. 57개의 山든 도시밍 이 인 식 대상 어휘로 선정되었고 12차 LPC 

ccp;-n-an: ，"牛:- ，一신 시;" ，、很-撰잉니. 이 "普；''- 代孑：니너£_吏 녀.형니 dynamic lin(?ar averanging 방법을 이용하여 

인 시 시 弓 유 하 시 이 硏X 데이 다 같-*  玉•••；! 상세 시 causal 방•田 고卜 dynamic averaging방법, 'linear averaging방빔, 

clustenng'p 'iJ >- 이용아 E ■"험("니. 个"""- "V 山心打 avciagiiig "욘•잔 DTW 신이시

喝矽八「 ! 상 W Y 우 ■ ' 扣* «.

] . Introd나ction

Speccii recognition is perfonned by analyzing 

speech waveform, extracting phonetic features and 
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translating themin to linguistic symbols.

In this paper, we propose new method for 

making a templates of DTW recognition system. 

DTW is tempalte matching method which stores 

acoustic features as templates and compares with 

test pattern and reference pattern. The reference 

pattern means reference data which is compared 

with test data in speech recognition system.⑴

The method to make a reference pattern from 

tokens is causal method, clustering method, linear 

averaging method, dynamic averaging method, and 

modified dynamic averaging method. In these 

methods, recognition rate by DTW using modified 

dynamic averaging method is the best as 97.6 

percent/41

It is reasonable for small or medium scale of 

vocabulary in the speech recognition system to use 

recognition units as word unit than subword units 

like phoneme or syllable. Therefore, this paper 

carry out the recognition of isolated word of word 

나nit from 57 city names.

For ending point detection, ZCR and Energy 

parameters is used and 12-order LPC cepstrum 

coefficients was used for feature vectors.

II. Reference pattern generation

1. Causal method⑵

Causal method is a reference pattern of word 

from several tokens settled beginning and ending 

point, that means taking an optional token and 

express 12th LPC cepstrum coefficients.(It is called 

the reference word template with it)

It has merit that an implementation is easy and 

also it takes short time but on the other hand it 

has fault that the reference pattern has noise 

during pronouncing. Thereforen, take one or more 

tokens not to make that an unreliable token bec

omes a reference pattern, and make template of 

a reference word, sometimes it can be the template 

of a reference word.

At this time, you'd better to have a interval 

to reduce an external noise during recording.

2. Averaging method.

Lets suppose that use pronouncing M times per 

lone word as trainingdata in order to create a 

reference pattern of a word. The averaging method 

is a method that takes 12th LPC cepstrum coef

ficient by the average value can be got after 

finding out beginning and ending point and getting 

tokens of M numbers by averaging 12th LPC 

cepstrum coefficients.

This method can reduce making an unreliable 

reference pattern because it can get the average 

value even if one(or two) of M numbers of token 

is differnt from others. However, characteristic of 

M numbers of token is very different from others, 

at this moment characteristic of an actual word 

can be had a distortion.

For such kinds of reason, this method is useful 

for speech recognition system of speaker dependent 

that training data has be different even through 

pronounce same word for M times to make a 

reference pattern. In this case, it is needed normaliz 

ation of time axis before taking an average value. 

According to method of normalization, averaging 

method is divided into dynamic average and linear 

average.

⑴ Linear a verage ⑶

Linear average is the method to get averaging 

value that make each token linear time normaliz 

ation after seeking token of each word from tra

ining data.

The algorithm is as follows.

I ) Seek frame length. Nt(i = l,…, M) be기 
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number of token, M and ith token and then get 

the averaging length of the number of token, M.

1 M
N=$ 划 M

M e

ii ) Obtain normalized feature vector of ith token 

from i=0 to M.

Ri(m)=« R[(k)+R(k+1) )

K=[l+씐그 (m-1)]

N — 1

iii) Finally, seek the averaging feature vector 

of linear time normalization and make predict 

coefficient or reflect coefficient used by this 거s 

reference pattern.

1 M
R*(m)=vr  £ R(m), m=L …，M

M rn=l

Actually, dynamic average method needs many 

times to peroform so generally we use linear 

average method.

(2) Dynamic Average

Dynamic average is the method that finds。니t 

an optimum path using dynamic programming first 

and then traces an averaging value of tokens 

according to it.

The algorithm is as follows.

i ) Get the averaging length of M after locking 

for t아«汨 numbers, M and the frame length of 

token of ith, Nf,

ii ) |Nf — N|=min |N【一N| i=l,…,M

Get K'th token satisfied with above, and set 

n=L

iii) When use the dynamic programming, put 

kth token which is from ( ii ) on reference axis 

and putnth token on test axis, and then get an 

optimum path w(m) (m=l,…,NQ.

Next, get the averaging value according to the 

averaging value.

R*(m)  = «- [Rk(m)+R(w(m))], (m=l,…,NQ

iv) If nth token is the last m total number, M, 

make a reference pattern after seeking predict 

coefficient with R(m)  (m=l,…,NQ. If not, R  

(m) becomes new Rk(m) (m=l,…,NQ and goes 

(iii) through n=n+l.

* *

3. Clustering method'5'

It is very usual method and the order is as 

below. First, get beginning point and ending point 

from training data and then make tokens cluster 

by clustering method. Next, get averaging token 

from each cluster. There are many methods to 

find reference token from clustering method.

The representative algorithm is as follows.

i ) Seek token M from training data and frame 

length of ith token NJi=l,…,M), then get number 

reference 决’。口] Utt；prlatp. K. thp maximum 

iteration NC1 ana distortion 나ireslioki Imax. S以 

k = l, TRY—1.

ii ) The averaging length of total number of
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token, M

1 MJ S N

iii) Seek j which is satisfied with |Nj—N|=miE 

Nj — N|, i=l,…，M make jth token as reference 

token R(m) (m=l,…,NJ

iv) Set up are refernce token Rm+Jm) (m= 

1,…,Nj) by linear average method.

v ) If n is larger than the maximum iteration 

number, NCT, it goes to (vi), If not, get distortion 

value from R(m) and R Jm), (m=l,…,Nj) and 

set n=n+l. If distortion value is larger than dis

tortion threshold Tmax, it goes to (iv) and if it 

is smaller then goes to (vi).

vi) Check TRY, if it is 1, then goes to (vii), 

if not, goes to (viii).

vii) Get reference token R(m) and distortion 

value from total number of token and when it 

is larger then Tmax cancel that token and set M = 

N — L Set TRY=2 and goes to ( ii ).

viii) Get predict coefficient or reflect coefficient 

then make reference word template.

ix) Check it is same or not witli reference word 

template what R wants, if same, finish whole 

courses and if not. get new number of token M 

which was cancelled tokens in (vii) and N」i=

), then goes to ( ii ).

The above can take one or more reference word 

template, per one word, so it has a good merit 

lo use not noly speech recognition systeni of spe 

;iker depcndcnl but also sjjeech recognition system 

of speaker mdcpcndcnl.

4. Modified dynamic Average method.

Modified dynamic average method is the method 

that finds out an optimum path using dynamic 

programming first as dynamic average method and 

then traces an averaging value of tokens according 

to it. But it unlikes method that traces an avera

ging value of tokens.

The algorithm is as follows.

i ) Get the averaging length of M after looking 

for token numbers, M and the frame length of 

token of ith, N|.

1 M
n=5 SNi

ii ) |Nf —Nl=min iNj —Nl i = l,…,M

Get k'th token satisified with above, and set 

n=L

iii) When use the dynamic programming, put 

kth token which is from ( ii ) on reference <ixis 

and put nth token on test axis, 지id then get an 

optimuni path w(m) (m —I,---,Nk).

Next, get the averaging value according to the 

optimum path.

1 M
R*(m)=  F- X iRk(ni) + Rj(w(m)) j. (m = l.…. 

M 1

NQ

IH. Experiment 「es니It

In 아)iccogintion of rhe !U(iejx?!i(.b?ril si)cak<=; 

uccorcimg l.o mociiik'(! dv.LHiiiR/ w- ： ：” u「「 

as reference pattcrii, wc chose out -)7 c;i\': 

as I he recognition v(K.'abulai V.

Modified (ivnaniic a vertigo :eh" 'r

i ；\]( ,(■ ( me ainong mvd.r H :n ■■
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three men respectively and we recognize with the 

remained data which is not used by training data 

of each speaker.

And also, in case of the other m버:hods, we used 

the same data for comparison.

1. construction for recognition system

Fig. 1 represents the speech recognition system 

according to proposed maiified dynamic average 

method, and all data fixed sampling frequency as 

8KHz, LPF as 3.5KHz, feature parameter as 12th 

LPC cepstrum coefficient.

mexie 1: tranining set

[Hale 2- test set

Fig. 1 Block diagram of recognition

2. Recognition result.

In this experiment, reference pattern by DZ1'W 

is selected one template m each word. Recognition 

rate by generating refereijcc pattern is showed in 

table L⑹

Table 1. Rccogninuii rat-? 心mW* Hy ('기metlh.xL
"nw："

K,.tU
Ref. Pattern

?：； EE..

C K'cx.', Ryle

Caus^il inctiiai 心.h iW.C、 ； rt. >. i
I. i _____

二峪 ，、

」、、心；；.u. u ‘、t ： — e ' ： i'.' - ■ i--

Ciustcririg mm” 抵U

\ lex ii 「上

average rnctinxl

Methcxl 27

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we perfonneci speech recognition 

of independent speaker by DTW, with 57 city 

names, and compared recognition experiment by 

design method ot cucii leicrcnce pattern.

As an result of comparison expernrieriLation, 

recognition accuracy by caus시 method is about 

83.4 percent, linear average method is about 96. 

6 percent, dynamic average method is about 9(). 

8 percent, clustering method is about 96.6 percent 

and modified dynamic average method is about 

97.6 percent.

Therefore, it is proved that it is 나】e best to 니:汜 

modified dynamice average method proposed m 

this paper as reference pattern.
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